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The Invccation

To the lion of the Sakyas, the lord of the ten powers, r bow down.

To the precious unequaiied'Bri gung [pa], the iord of the Dharma r"

That perceives ali things, i.e. the knowables that are clearly distinguished
In the mandara of thisl stainless and utterly lucid rnind,
And that is omniscient with rcgardto the nature of things, tr bow down.

The sacred Dharm a that was spoken from the mouth of the
Highest Jina is rnost exalted, is extraordinary.
?he position that was accompiished earlier cannotbe fathomed,
But, being a Celuded person I will write down a few recollections.

Seciion T

1' The natural siate of the innate disposition, or abiding of all phenomena,
was taught.

2' The 80,000 Dharma divisions are one fmethod] for accomplishing
buddhahood. 1

3- The pitakas and taniras are the sieps of the path.
4' T'he three kinds of Dharma wheels are differeniiaied according to

the real rzatron of the audience.
5' The three fDharma wheelsJ are aiso contained in every single wheel.
6' The seed of the latter [Dharma 'nuheel] is present in the respective

former [whee1]
Through the s[tras fand through] the central issues the [Dharma] wheels
are determined as three.
The Ytnayaprtakabelongs to the Dharma wheei of the four truths.

0t)"

J

(p' 11) The translation of the dGongs gcigroot text is based on the Tibetan version edited bymKhan po dKon mchog rgyal mtshan rn clGorugs gcig 'grel ba Nyi ma,i stxo.ng ba (seecc).(p' 11) Those utterances that go back to 'Jig rten gsum mgon are called ..vajr-a 
utterances,,

as they are stable like avajra, so no criticism is able to refute them [K]. 
-i
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9' The manif0ld vehicle is ihe fDharma] wheel of the deflnirive meaning.
10' The intention of the Six Limiis is to be viewed solely as the deflnitive

meaning.
11' The Madhyamaka, free of [a11] extremes, is explained by theteachings

of the Ctttamatra.
12. False relative fappearances] are efficacious as weli.
13. A11 paths are traversed way of the ten bhlmis.
L4. Furthermore, rt is cefiatnthatone proceeds oniy gradually.
15. It is also the case that the knowables' obscuration is purifled initiaily.
16. Vaiid cogniiion is ihe gnosis of the tsuddha's comprehension.
L7. The fruit of vaiid cognition explicates profound emptiness.
18. A11 a-dherents to tenet systems are dogmatists.
19. Tirthikas as well have many virtues which are to be accomplished.
20. I{on-Buddhists and Buddhist are distinguished by takirg ,*frg".
21' The difference between Mahdyana and F{rnaydna is bodhici tta.
22' The distinction between SDiralydnal and Mantralydnalis the empowerment.
23 ' If any of these two is missing, it is not possible to reach complete

enlightenment.
24' The three vows.are identrcal fin their] key points, which is to abandon

the Ten irion-Virtues.
25' k is through the transformation of the keeper fof the vows] thatthe three

vows develop"
26' The completely pure natute fof the mind] is endowed with the qualities

of the fruits of separation.
27 ' The thirty-seven factors of enlightenme nt arcpresent in the core of a Sugata.
28' The four kinds of immeasurables are the essence of a Buddha.
29. A1i vehicles are one lineage , areone as a vehicle.
30' Sr[vakas, Pratyekabuddhas and peopie attached to falsehood will also attarnomniscignce 

.r

Sec'rioq IX
-it

l'

1' Something different from virtue and negativity; like an undetermined [deed],does noi exist.'
2. trt is not possible'to entertain two thoughts simultaneously.
3. It is also ihe case that mind arises from mental events.
4. It is the body thatis said to circle in the ocean of sams ara.
5' The twelve [limbs] of dependent origination are stirred by ignorance aione.
6. These tweive flimbs] again are complete in one moment.
1' Aiso the app earaflces are influenced by the different beings.
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B. The fruit of whatever has been accornplished is experienced right now.
9. The rise and faIl of the times happens now.

i0. Mainly, fkatman] appeals as avisible phenomenon in this very life rime.
i 1. The sixteen wcrldly qualities and the divine qualities are one as to their

k"y points.
12. Sometimes more, sometimes less, but the resuit is attained,without

interrupfion.
t3. It is also the case that the training of insight comes flrst. 

i,_
14. Ail stages of the path must be practised in one session
15. In a single f;eld, there wiil arrive countless buddhas. .

Section iIX

i, The vinaya, the sublime Dharma, is a common vehicle. :

2. In particular fthe Vinaya] clear|y abides in the Mahayana.
3. This itself is the gnosis of the omniscient one.
4. Although endowed with obstacles, the vow definitely arises.
5. The essence is non-perceptible form.
6. cognition is the principal factor for al1 downfalls.
7. The three kinds of mind must be prim afily abandoned.
8. It may be also the ca.se tltat fthe vows] are not relinquished, feven] by

a cause of relinquishing.
9. [A person affected by any of] the four defeais is like a wea1thy debtor.

i*. By keeping a single [vow], the fruit, nirvd-sa, is attained.
il. Irnposed and natural mis.Ceeds are the same.
t2- lttegatle deeds and downfalls are not distinct, they are the same.3
i3' What is prohibited is primordially prohibited, what is permitted is

primordiaity perrnitteC.,'
i4-. The lord of the Dharma set out fthe rules] for all beings.
15- For any beings that transgress on fthe vows] there witrl be wrong doing.
16. The beneflt of keeping [the vows] exists for everybody.
17. In the teachings the rituals are especialiy important.
i8. l'Iot-knowing ignorance is heavier than other faults.
i9. Because of ltheirl greatignorance the animals are inferior.
30. Not attatfiiltg is seen as a bigger fault than degeneration,

3 In the coinrnentary below, the order of the verses L2-16 differs from the one in the root
text.
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Seeticn IV

1. Bodhrcttta and compassion are distinct.

2. It is asser ted that the vows of a bodhisattva have a foundation,

3. The vow of application also arises in an ordinary being.

4. All sorts turn into the vow of application.

5. F{ot being endowed with kle5as means a downfall is irnpossible.

6, it is not [he case thatthe non-virtues tha|do not cause faults ate allawed.

1. h{on-virtue does not exist in skilful behaviour.

B. There is a time when exchanging oneself and others becomes a fauit.

9. If there is harm in [one's] mind, there is no connection to happiness.

10. The fruit of virtue and of non-virtue appears individualiy.

11. One [might] forget bodhicitta,bvtit is not pqssible to iose it.
, LZ. The three kinds of obscuration are the same as the obscuration of kleSas.

13. A1i kinds of established views obscure absolute truth.

14. Even Sravakas see one aspect of the natarul state.

15. The sixth bhfimi and below is common to Sr[vakas and pratyekabuddhas.

L6. Cittamatrins have the actuaLrcaltsation of the seventh bhrlmi.

17. The selflessness of [a1l] phenomena is actualised on the eighth bhumi.

18. Ai1 stages and paihs are ttaversed by one reaiisation.

lg. There are six ways in which the qualities that are attained on the bhDmis arise.

ZA. The two accumulations are unified in basis, path and fruition.

Zl. The profound [point] is the choice between eiiher higher or lower objects.

ZZ. Taking possession is asserted as a skilful means to gather the accumulations.

23. tAlll the existing virtues, accumulated by the eniirety of samsata artd nirvana,

are dedicateC.
24. Ane should also dedicate to the buddhas and the 1amas.

,i'

Section V !

1. It is the caSe ttfpl the Secret Manira appears also in other teachings-

Z. Itis asserted'that [the empowerment] is attained after thle meaning of the

empowerment has anisen in [one's] mind stream.

3. Empowerrnent is conferred even by a single deity.

4. Iflealisation has not aris eft. afialogies andmeaning arc not internalised.

5. The [deities of] the developing stage are primordially estabiished"

6, Persons of self-arising frealisation] need inducing rituais [as weli].
'/. A11 deities are endowed with the qualities of the marks and signs.

B. One should give priority to the deities that are explained in the sutras

and tantras.
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9. [Even] people of the highest acurnen need extensive rituals,
1*. A11 elaborutions are ln interdependent connection with the natural

abiding.
ii- The va$abody is described as the profound wheel.
i2. Some laspects ofl the natural state are hidden by Yajradhara.
i3. Some [aspects of] the treatment [of the body] aqd [its] staies are more

profound in the medrcal tantras,
14" What is not profound to others is profound here. ii. ,

15. 'V/ithoutthat 
one does not get entrightened through the instructions concerning

16. Practice that contradicts the words of the Buddha is a misconception.
17. Ail thoughts should be known fto be] without contradiction.
E8. trt is regarded as right [to practise] according to the words of the Buddha, [but

practisingl according to the orai instructions is not.
i9. Faultless samadhi is the cause of samsara, the three realmi.
20. In each of the three k6yas the other two are present as well.
:1. In the Mantra the discipline is absolutely necessary.
?2. With regard to an obstacle that is caused by desire, SDtra and Mantra

are identicai.
33. It is never the case in the Mantra that non-virtue turns into virtue.
2'1. Irlon-virtue in the Yrnaya does not turn into virtue in the Mantra either.
?5. The fruit of purifying the kiesas is fthe state of] a sugata.
26. The power was explained, but it is not allowed to actually caruy out

[those] activities.
t7. The Vajra hel1 is the Mosr Torrurous hei1.
?8. If the aptitude of the mi+d of the vajra ma-srer is high, rhen he draws

one out immediately,

Section Vtr

1. Any sublime teaching connected to a lineage of transmission is profound.
Z. AIL phenoroena of samsara and nirvEr.ra are only manifestations of one's

own rnind.
3. Cause and effeci are embodiments of momentary thoughts.

4.It is not possible that somethingthat does not exist as the innate disposition
occurs [only] because one has viewed it fas existing].

5. Not endowed with qualif,cations, there is no ability to raise quaiities.
6. Devotion alone is ascertained as the means to bring about realisation.
7. The best view is endowed with realisation.
8. The highest realisation is not touched by the Three Greai.
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9. T'he [kind of] emptiness that is heard, contemplated and meditated upon, is

[on1y] a straying or sidetrack.

10. Meditation is familtartzatron with realisation,

11. Behaviour that is free of taking up andrejecting is asserted as discipiine.

lZ. Thethree, view, meditation and behaviolJr, are not distinct, ihey are identical.

13. The essential point of Mah amudra and discipline is the sarne; that is

the special characteristic.

14. Mahamudra is the essence of all qualities.

15. All qualities arise from resting in equipoise.

16. It is not possible for the qualities to appear if the cause is not accomplished.

17. If ernptiness is rea-lised, it arises as cause and effect.

iB. Someone who has realisation especially nceds the paih of method.

L9. Superior 'righteolls behaviour' is discipline'

20. F{ot possessing the three Dharrnas, ihere is no Cifference to (ravakas

and pratyekabuddhas.

Seciion Vni

1. At the stage of a buddha the two iruths are completeiy inseparable.

Z. The gnosis of the knowing one is non-du al, free of extremes.

3. It completely transcends illusion-like phenomena.

4. Abuddha remains ccntinuously, at all times, in valid cognition.

5. The fruiis of separation are asserted to possess the heart of gnosis.

6. The dharmak6ya is endowed with qualities and actions, eniightened actltty.
7. Bodhicitta exists also for the ultirnate state of a buddha.

B" Enlightened mind extends even to eternalistic and nihilistic views.

9. Throughout all knowable phenomena the activities of a buCdhe are performed.

10. One need-s io awaken to all aspects of ihe dharmadhatu.
11. Without a caus,e, manifesiations ai'e not possible; they belong to their own

continuufit. 
"

12. Thebody of u so called buddha arises in interdependent connection.

13. It is aiso the case that aspiration and application are asserted as the causes

for s ambhoga{kay al and nirmar.r a [kAya]
t4. The three kayas resiCe fogether', v,,ithout distinction.

15. All buddhas reside in the mind stream of the beings.
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Epilogue

Just like in the world a father's son is biamed

That does not [want] to hear and grasp hold of
:i{isl father's outstanding riches that are not found elsewhere,

Even though [he himself] possesses fonly] ordinary wealth,

Siinilarly the sons that follow in this world in iater times

lAre to be blamed ifl they do noi grasp hold of
Tirose extraordinary Dharmas ihat wele unheard before

And ate mamfested by the unequalled Protector of the Worid"a

For that reason are those who belong to the family, the representatives

Cf the lineage of the father that do not belittle others,

tVhich deviate from [this] family, and that hold the intentions

That are maintained by the Renowned One with great effort, very precious.

Those noble beings thathold the teaching and practice the Dharma

Are [morel exceilent among all of those that have entered the gate of the teaching

.Eust like the son that has the qualities of a Cakravattrn
Es more exalted among a thousand boys.

&s those are not deiuded with regard to the billion teachings

Oi the Muni and the extraordinary highest essence,s

There j.s no anxrety with regard to non-Buddhists and viciotts opponents,

J:ist like a snow lion [is not afraid] due to a group of foxes.

They teach well the disiinct qualities of the Dha ffnato [their] retinue,
Which is of similar kind, a-nd [a1so] to various [othei'] kinds of students.

Distinguishing lower and higher [acumen of the students]

They proclaim the tlrunder of the great pleasant sound [of the Dharma] in [a11] ten

directions.

Yhus, the profound and vast highesf intention
Is wide in expanse iike the great.ocean.
Cnt of that only a drop of water lthat fits onl a tip of a har was mentioned"
This was written by myself, thd mcnk-b eggar Shes rab 'byung gnas.

4 I.e. 'Jig rien gsum mgon.
5 The "extraordinary highest essence" ref-ers to thq tantric teachings of the Buddha, whereas

the "billion teachings" refer to the S[tras [K].
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May the precious teaching spread in talll ten directions
And the people be completely free from ignorance and delusion
And attatn the gnosis of perfect buddhahood
tsy way of this virtuous deed, which is pure like an impeccable snow mountain.

CoropuoN

Taking the very text that was coruposed by sPyaru snga shes rab ,byung 
gnGS

as a basis, Blo can dKoru tnchog rin clteru 'phrin las inam par rgyal ba,i who
Itas faith in the teaclting of the Lord, of the Dharma,T the protector and his
heirs, arranged the vaira utterances in verses for the beiefit of an easier

understandirug for himself and others ancl wrote them clown in sGat tl.tog in
the Be ri plain in Khams orl tlte 23rd d.ay of the first morfih af Mongotian

fcalculationJ of the Dog year. s

The Supplement

The Invocatioru

Homage to the guru!

To the precious 'Bri gung [pa], the Lord of ihe sages,
Who attatned the compiete perfect awakening of i self-emerging lna
In the immaculate reaim of the heartof awakening
And turned well the wheei of the unequailed Dharma, f bow down.

For the compietion of the welfare andhappiness of those who long for [it]I offer the essepce of the nectar of the root textof the 40 supplementse
To the extraordinaly vajrautterances that have arisen well
Frorn the lotus mouth of the most excellent fteacher].

....,

6 cne of the main studenrs of Rig'dzin chos kyi grags pa lKl.1 I.e. 'Jig rten gsum mgon.
B The vajra utierances are based on siatements of 'Jig rien gsum mgon, which wele then writ-ten down in a prose version by his student Shes ,ut'byrn! gnur. Later-dKon mchog rin chen'phrin 1as rnam rgyal blought those statements into portrc verses in order to facilitate their

rnemorization' It is this version of the text, which is nowadays commonly known as thedGongs gcig.
9 There are exactly 46 supplemental verses. Here, forty means ca. forry, some forty [K].
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Tfue SupplenteruiarY Vers es

The ieachings of all Jinas of [a11] times and directions are one.

A11 vehicles and 'cenet-systems ate tnterdependent'

The 80,000 divisions of the Dharma are explained as aniidotes to the kle5as'

what,s more, all twelve lkinds of] scriptures ale present in any single one.

i-ikewise, any single Fitaka contains all three. i,

A11 of sarnsar u uidnirvapa, is subsumed under the Five Exceliences.

common and uncommon [teachings] belong to the Abhidharmapitaka-

?here is no chance thatT1rthikas or Bons see the truth'

It is also possible that there are some aspects that are conducive to HLeration'

i.ion-Buddhists have vows and compassion too.

Tiuough the Laksan ayana one geis eniightened in a single

tsuddhahccd is the same, whether it is [achievedl through

or through the exPeri-ence-way'

i_1. The three vows become tighter and tighter.

l*, The essence of the path of accumulation reaches up to the ultimate state'

15. Sravakas and prrty"kabuddhas become buddhas because they have

the cause Hor thatl-

iil since it is free of elaborations, samsara is said to be limitless.

H?* A1l teachings are included in every single one of the three vows

*f individual liberation.

-1.3. ?he origin of all divisions are the four classes of scriptures.
-._j;^ F-auits arise also by experiences in dreams.
jrr:. It is also the case that someone who has attained the pure bhDmis goes

to the lowel reahTl-s

;.,,i. {f one were to indulge in the cause, then even someone on the tenth bhDmi

r':ould fa11 dor,vn.

}-?. Excellent practice is the yogic, inner accumulation'

:ir. Ai1 samadhis are vajra-like.
i4. The three pitakas as well as their essence are the Mantra.

E5- Since the transmission is profound, rituals are fiecessary, even if
one is realised.

,5, A1i activities are accomplished even by a single deity.

-?" ?he special [personatr] deity embodies the characLerisiics of all deities'

lg. During the fcur occasions there are no such circumstances that the

[iransgression of] root samayas would be allowed'

;?. The profound key point is to gonerate the deity in one instant.

s*. One must understand that lthe deity] is accomplished due to an assembly of

interdependent factors].
3,i- Asceticism is to be criticised as it asserts the body to be ordinai'y.

life time.
the teaching-waY
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32. Extensive rituals are necessary, without [differentiating] provisional and
definitive fmeaningl.

33. when tamed by tLtat, also a concise [ritual] is accepted,
34. The best protective circle is bodhicitta.
35. The Ytnaya is of special benefit for the instructions on the channeis and winds
36. Due to the power of blessing, the alaya is also seen at other times,
37- The channels, winds and drops thatare poisoned by impurities are profound.
38. The stages of the path of the Yajraydna are the three trainings.
39. The six perfections are ihe path of the three vehicles.
40. The mutual samayas of master and disciple are equal.
4i. It is noi possible thatMahamudr5 is defiled by the essence of virtue.
12. All fruits of separation have a cause.
43. [Clear realisation, that is iike] two spaces mixing, is the clear realisation

of Sra-vakas.

14. Ta not hold [one's] breath and rest at ease, thatis profound.
45' [The unity of] consciousness, larna and clear light is the highest 'pho ba.
46. The Buddha is the natural expression of bodhiciita.

Epilogtte

Thus, the boundaries of the sky of his10 intention
Are noi easy to fathom by the masters,
Bui are l'eached by sPyan snga,rr the lord of the feathered. gar-udas,
wiih the riast and'powerful wings of wisdom.

This was revealed falready] by earlrer fteachersl,
But for the beneflt of people of 1itt1e inteiiigence
tr created this necklaee that deiights the leained, a garland
Of the wish-fulfilliirg'gems of the supplements puiinto verses.

May the obscuring darkness of [a11] living beings be uprooted comple T.elyin oneinstant v r -

And the abundance of enjoying the essence thatspreads Eroml the iotus garden
Of the two accumulations of scriptures andrcayzatronbe attai*ed
By ihe radtatrng spiendor of the 1000[-fold] merit of the virtuous actions of that.

10 Le. 'Jig rten gsum mgon,s.
11 I.e. sPyan snga Shes rab ,byung gnas, the main student of 'Jig rten gsum mgon.
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Colopuor.r

These verses of tLte supplemeni to the dGongs gcig, the Sacred Dharma
of 'Bri gung 'Jig rten gsum vngoT? were ctccomplished by tlte Lord,

Lama Dharmasurya,I2 At the reqwest of devoted persolzs like
master rDzogs cheru tsangt3 and otlters.

17 I.e. the third 'Bri gung Chung tshang, Chos kyi nyi ma ( 1155-1792) LK|.
a3 This might refer to a master from rDzogs chen monastery in Kharns called Don grub skal

bzang [K].


